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from Ghislaine W:
‘…Through a personal recommendation over 20 years ago, I was put in touch with
Anne to benefit from the study of Astrology and understand the positive impact it
might make towards self development. Anne having a very extensive and thorough
knowledge of astrology and a unique generosity to all her students, has made my
time a very enjoyable one, and still does. Her dedication and passion in this field
over the years, has been very apparent to all her students. Her workshops and
tutorials are balanced, extensively prepared, and the depth of her contributions, to
which I am personally indebted, has cemented Anne as one of the leading
astrologers both in Scotland and beyond. I would highly recommend Anne as a true
professional and an inspirational mentor…’
from June O:
‘…I first came to Anne’s classes a number of years ago in quite a large group. She
inspired me right away with her knowledge of astrology and the wisdom and
sensitivity with which she handled information and communicated with the group.
At that time I had virtually no knowledge of astrology but was never made to feel
inferior and always encouraged. In the last few years I returned to Anne in a small
group setting to reacquaint myself with astrology in a supportive setting.
Anne has managed our small and changing band expertly. She is very aware of our
strengths and areas for development and skilfully steers us through, increasingly
encouraging us to take a lead role in our own and others’ learning. She pays strict
attention to confidentiality at all times and shows great empathy and sensitivity to
us. As a result we feel empowered and supported to take on new challenges and
explore new areas. I feel my self awareness and ability to reflect on life has been
enriched through being in this group. It has been a very therapeutic and fulfilling
experience…’

from Carole B:
‘…I first met Anne Whitaker in 1999 as a new student of astrology. Over the years
that I have known her she has been not only an inspirational teacher but also
guided and supported me in my aspirations to write poetry, in public speaking and
perhaps most importantly with personal confidence. I am sure I would never have
achieved as much were it not for her generous support and unwavering
encouragement. She has a unique ability to see others strengths, talents and
encourage them to fulfil their potential. Her influence as a teacher and mentor has
been and still is uplifting, heartening and life changing…’
from Frances M:
‘…I have had the privilege of being Anne’s student and client for almost 20 years!!
It has been an invigorating journey. Her knowledge is vast but so is her patience!!!
She has helped me enormously in my personal understanding of astrology and also
with its divine connection to the universe. I have learned a new language and found
a new passion all thanks to Anne…’
from D-L G:
‘…I have been having Astrology chart readings with Anne for many years now and
have attended regular tutoring sessions with her since I began studying the subject
two years ago. It goes without saying that Anne is at the top of her field in terms of
knowledge, experience, and wisdom. In addition, as a tutor and mentor she is
extremely generous, encouraging, supportive and nurturing. I feel very fortunate to
have had the opportunity to work with Anne and would highly recommend it…’
from Rena B ( Canada) :
‘…Anne has an uncanny ability to inspire and motivate while providing guidance
from her vast reservoir of astrological knowledge. I am still amazed at her ability
to pick out exactly the small bits that were still unclear. Her breadth of experience
is matched only by her keen insight and ability to cut to the heart of the matter at
hand.
Working under Anne’s excellent guidance (during 2016-7), my astrological
abilities strengthened and clarified most significantly under her personal tutelage
Anne is a mentor for any who strive for excellence in their astrological studies…’
***

